1. Clean surface of waterfall lip. Make sure there is no debris, silicone or other material covering the lip. Also make sure the lip is dry.

2. Peel just a little of the protective tape on the front to make sure the waterfall plate is the correct color (comes in brushed brass, brushed copper and brushed stainless steel)

3. Turn plate over and remove RED tape on back of the plate (leave the tape on the other side in place until after plate is installed)

4. Carefully place plate over opening. Do not push down until you are sure the plate is directly over the opening and is covering all the waterfall face (use the lip guard if it is still available – see fig A and B).

5. After you are sure it is in the correct place, push down hard to secure to the waterfall.

NOTES:

If you need to remove, peel one end slowly. The adhesive used to hold the plate to the waterfall face is very effective, so the plate may be bent when removing.

To clean, use water and a towel only. Do not scrap the plate or the finish of the plate may be permanently ruined.